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Abstract

Typical generative dialogue models utilize the
dialogue history to generate the response. How-
ever, since one dialogue utterance can often
be appropriately answered by multiple dis-
tinct responses, generating a desired response
solely based on the historical information is
not easy. Intuitively, if the chatbot can fore-
see in advance what the user would talk about
(i.e., the dialogue future) after receiving its
response, it could possibly provide a more
informative response. Accordingly, we pro-
pose a novel dialogue generation framework
named ProphetChat that utilizes the simulated
dialogue futures in the inference phase to en-
hance response generation. To enable the chat-
bot to foresee the dialogue future, we design a
beam-search-like roll-out strategy for dialogue
future simulation using a typical dialogue gen-
eration model and a dialogue selector. With
the simulated futures, we then utilize the en-
semble of a history-to-response generator and
a future-to-response generator to jointly gener-
ate a more informative response. Experiments
on two popular open-domain dialogue datasets
demonstrate that ProphetChat can generate bet-
ter responses over strong baselines, which vali-
dates the advantages of incorporating the simu-
lated dialogue futures.

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a surge of interest in
building open-domain chatbots using generative
approaches (Shang et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2017;
Tao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020). These prevail-
ing methods typically utilize dialogue histories as
the dialogue context to generate the response via
maximum likelihood estimation. Different from

∗Corresponding authors: Dongyan Zhao and Rui Yan.

Figure 1: A generation case of ProphetChat. It first sim-
ulates the dialogue future then generates the response
conditioned on both the history and the future.

directed text generation tasks like machine trans-
lation where the target sentences are strictly con-
strained by the source sentence (Holtzman et al.,
2019), the dialogue history and the response in chit-
chat conversations are loosely coupled (Feng et al.,
2020a). In other words, open-domain chatbots of-
ten have more “freedom" to decide what to respond
since there often exists multiple distinct responses
that can appropriately answer the given utterance.
However, we argue that such excessive “freedom"
also reveals that the dialogue history only may not
contain enough information to generate a desired
response that is informative and easy to reply to.
If provided with enriched dialogue contexts that
contain more useful dialogue cues, it could be eas-
ier for the model to chat with a human. So here
comes the questions: what kind of dialogue cues is
complementary to dialogue histories, and how to
obtain and use them.
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Recent studies in representation learning have
demonstrated that when representing a token in a
sentence, considering the tokens on its right side
in addition to its left side can bring significant im-
provement (Devlin et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019).
Similar findings also appear in directed text genera-
tion where the future tokens on the right side can be
beneficial to generate the current token (Serdyuk
et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018c; Chen et al., 2020;
Qi et al., 2020). Sharing the same spirit, we pur-
sue to use the “right side" information, which is
the dialogue future in our task, as the complemen-
tary dialogue cue to enhance the generation of the
current response. Intuitively, if the chatbot can
be told in advance what the user would probably
talk about (i.e., the dialogue future) after receiving
its response, it only needs to provide a response
that can smoothly connect the history and the fu-
ture. To verify whether the dialogue future can act
as the complementary dialogue cue, we conduct
empirical studies. We find that using a dialogue
generation model to learn the reverse dialogue flow
(i.e., using the future to generate the response) is
quite effective. Furthermore, when utilizing the en-
semble of the history-to-response generation model
and the future-to-response generation model to gen-
erate the response conditioned on both the history
and the gold future, the quality of the generated
response surely improves. Though effective, the
ground truth dialogue future is inaccessible in the
inference phase. Therefore, all existing works in
this line choose to leverage the dialogue future only
in the training phase (Shen et al., 2018; Feng et al.,
2020a,b), leaving the inference phase unchanged.

We argue that explicitly providing the possi-
ble dialogue futures in the inference phase can
offer more direct help for the generation of the
current response. To enable the incorporation of
dialogue futures into response generation in the
inference phase, we propose a response generation
framework namely ProphetChat by answering two
questions: how to acquire the future and how to
use it. Figure 1 shows the generation process of
ProphetChat. It consists of a history-to-response
model (denoted as the forward model), a future-to-
response model (denoted as the backward model),
an ensemble gate, and a dialogue selector. Given a
dialogue history, we first utilize an effective beam-
search-like roll-out strategy to simulate possible di-
alogue futures. Concretely, the forward model first
generates a batch of n possible responses based on

the dialogue history. The dialogue selection model
then comes to pick up the k-best responses. We
further generate n possible futures for each of the
picked responses, resulting in k · n futures. The
selection model again picks up the k-best futures
which are of higher quality compared with ran-
domly sampled ones. Next, conditioned on both
the history and the simulated future, we employ the
forward model and the backward model to jointly
generate the response by summing the per-step out-
put probability distributions of the two models us-
ing a calculated weight. The weight is obtained by
a trainable gate that learns to balance the trade-off
between history and future information. Finally,
we gather the k responses generated solely based
on the history and the k · n responses generated
based on both the history and the future, and use
the selector to choose the top-ranked one as the fi-
nal response. Since the ensemble generation model
relies on the selector to sequentially select the re-
sponse and the future, and the ensemble generation
model also needs to learn how to balance the his-
tory and the future information given the selected
future, we jointly train the whole model to make
each module better collaborate with others to fulfill
the ultimate goal: to maximize the likelihood of the
gold response estimated by the ensemble genera-
tion model given the history and the selected future.
We train the ensemble generation model directly
using MLE objective while adopting reinforcement
learning to tune the selector.

Our contributions in this paper are three folds:

• We propose a novel dialogue generation
framework named ProphetChat which lever-
ages the simulated dialogue future to enhance
response generation through the ensemble
of the history-to-response generator and the
future-to-response generator. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to utilize the
dialogue futures for response generation in the
inference phase.

• To acquire better dialogue futures in the in-
ference phase, we propose an effective beam-
search-like roll-out strategy for dialogue fu-
ture simulation with the help of a dialogue
selector.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on
two popular open-domain dialogue datasets
and the results verify the advantages of incor-
porating the simulated dialogue futures.
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2 Related Work

Dialogue System. Open-domain response genera-
tion has long been the research hot spot. Recently,
various efforts have been made to generate informa-
tive and diverse responses by introducing effective
architectures and learning objectives and by incor-
porating external knowledge. Zhao et al. (2017);
Gu et al. (2018) applied CVAE to model the vari-
ability of responses. Li et al. (2016b); Zhang et al.
(2018a); Saleh et al. (2020) adopted reinforcement
learning to encourage the model to generate desired
responses through carefully designed reward func-
tions. Zhang et al. (2018b); Chan et al. (2019);
Zheng et al. (2020); Li et al. (2021) exploited per-
sona information to improve the coherence of the
response. Zhou et al. (2018); Song et al. (2019);
Shen and Feng (2020) considered emotions when
generating the response. Dinan et al. (2018); Lian
et al. (2019); Zhao et al. (2020a,b); Li et al. (2020)
conditioned the response generation model with
knowledge. Different from the above works that
aimed to design specific history-to-response gen-
eration models, we propose a response generation
framework where possible dialogue futures are uti-
lized in the inference phase with the help of an
effective future simulation strategy.
Future Modeling. There are various scenarios
where considering future information is useful. In
text generation, Serdyuk et al. (2017) proposed a
twin network to regularize the hidden states of the
left-to-right decoder with the future-aware right-to-
left decoder. Zhang et al. (2018c) used the target-
side hidden states generated by the right-to-left de-
coder to help the right-to-left decoder during trans-
lation so that the target-side future information can
help avoid under-translation. Different from these
works that consider the right side tokens as the fu-
ture for the current token, we define “future" as the
next dialogue utterance of the current response in
a dialogue session. In response generation, Feng
et al. (2020a) proposed to use gold futures as the
conditions of two discriminators and adopted ad-
versarial training to encourage diversity. Feng et al.
(2020b) employed gold dialogue futures to learn
a future-aware teacher model and transferred the
knowledge to a history-to-response student model
via imitation learning. These works only use the fu-
ture information in the training phase, while we uti-
lize the simulated dialogue future in the inference
phase to provide the history-to-response generation
model with direct help.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the major off-the-shelf
components in our framework.
DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020) is a GPT-based re-
sponse generation model pre-trained on large-scale
open-domain dialogue corpus by maximizing the
likelihood of the successive dialogue utterances
(i.e., the forward dialogue flow) given the initial
dialogue history. While trained on the same cor-
pus with the same architecture, DialoGPT-MMI is
trained on the backward dialogue flow where the
order of the utterances in a dialogue are reversed.
We adopt DialoGPT as the forward generator and
DialoGPT-MMI as the backward generator.
GRADE (Huang et al., 2020) is a graph-enhanced
dialogue evaluation model that uses both utterance-
level contextualized representations and topic-level
graph representations to evaluate the response. As
it is one of the SOTA dialogue evaluation models,
we choose it as our dialogue selector.

4 Method

4.1 Overview

Our framework consists of a forward generator GF

that models the history-response-future dialogue
flow, a backward generator GB that models the
reversed dialogue flow, a dialogue selector S that
ranks the sampled utterances conditioned on the
dialogue context, and a gate g that dynamically
balance the ensemble weights between GF and GB .
Given a history h, we first use GF to sequentially
sample the response r and the future f with the help
of S. We then employ the ensemble of GF and GB

using g to generate the response based on both h
and f . The firstly generated responses together
with the future-aware second-pass responses are
finally re-ranked by S to produce the final response.
Figure 2 illustrates our proposed framework.

4.2 Future Simulation

Given a dialogue history h, we first use GF to
generate n responses {ri}ni=1 using top-k sam-
pling (Fan et al., 2018). We denote these responses
as the first-pass responses. Then the selector S cal-
culates the quality scores sr ∈ Rn for all history-
response pairs. The quality scores naturally form
a propability distribution pr ∈ Rn over the sam-
pled responses by using a softmax operation. We
here consider the response selection procedure as
sampling from such a distribution. Considering
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Figure 2: The overall framework of ProphetChat.

that the responses in open-domain dialogue are
often diverse and hard to evaluate by any auto-
matic evaluation metric, only using the response
with the highest quality score or probability to fur-
ther simulate the future is suboptimal. Meanwhile,
generating futures conditioned on all the n sam-
pled responses is too time-consuming. Therefore,
borrowing the idea from beam search (Sutskever
et al., 2014) where the k-best sentence prefixes are
maintained during decoding to balance the search-
ing performance and speed, we propose to keep
the k-best responses at hand while discarding the
others. For each of the selected response ri, we
concatenate it with h and use GF to again sample
n dialogue futures {f j

ri
}nj=1, where f j

ri
denotes the

j-th future simulated from h and ri.
Up to now, we obtain k · n history-response-

future dialogue triplets for the same dialogue his-
tory h by simulation. We again resort to the selector
S to calculate the quality scores of all the generated
futures conditioned on h and their corresponding
ancestral responses as {sfr1

, . . . , sf
ri
, . . . , sf

rk
}.

We consider all the generated futures in the same
sampling space (i.e., the future space of the given
history) and directly perform softmax over the k ·n
quality scores to get the future distribution. Consid-
ering that the responses used to generate the futures
are not equal in quality, we additionally multiply
each probability of the simulated future f j

ri
with

the probability of its ancestral response pri to get
the final ranking scores based on which we select
k-best dialogue futures.

4.3 Ensemble Generation

Now with the history h and k plausible dialogue
futures at hand, we pursue to generate the second-
pass response conditioned on both the history and

the future information. Given that the simulated fu-
tures contain noise derived from error accumulation
in the simulation phase, it is necessary to balance
the weights between the history-conditioned GF

and the future-conditioned GB when they collab-
oratively generate the response. Hereby we intro-
duce a trainable gate g which takes the last hidden
states from GF and GB as inputs and calculates an
ensemble weighting score w using an MLP with
sigmoid activation. We then generate the response
r̂ using the per-step weighted ensemble of GF and
GB conditioned on h and f :

P (r̂t|h, f,r̂<t; θF , θB, θg) = w · P (r̂t|h, r̂<t; θF )

+ (1− w) · P (r̂t|f, r̂<t; θB),
(1)

where the subscript t denotes the t-th token in r̂
and θF , θB and θg denote the parameters of GF ,
GB and g respectively. Specifically, we sample n
responses for the ensemble generation of h and
each of the k futures, resulting in k · n future-
aware responses. We denote these responses as
the second-pass responses. To make full use of
the k-best first-pass responses, we finally re-rank
the k + k · n responses with S and consider the
top-ranked response as our system outputs.

4.4 Training
Recall that there are several components GF , GB ,
S, and g in our framework. Although some of them
can directly be used without post-training, this
might be suboptimal. For one thing, post-training
the models on domain-specific data with the same
objective often brings better performance (Guru-
rangan et al., 2020). For another, the original loss
functions may not be thoroughly in accord with
the ultimate goal in our framework. Thereby we
propose a customized joint training algorithm.
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For GF and GB , we adopt a similar training ob-
jective used by Zhang et al. (2020). Take GF for
example, we consider every consecutive three utter-
ances in a dialogue session as a history-response-
future triplet and fine-tune the models by minimiz-
ing the negative log likelihood of the response and
the future conditioned on the history. GB is fine-
tuned in a similar manner with the reversed inputs.
After fine-tuning, GF and GB are fixed.

For g, we can directly minimize the negative
log-likelihood of the gold response r∗:

L1(θg) = −
∑
t

logP (r∗t |h, f, r∗<t; θF , θB, θg),

(2)
where f is simulated from either the gold response
(denoted as the teacher-forcing mode) or a sampled
response (denoted as the free-running mode).

While for S, considering that the original objec-
tive used in Huang et al. (2020) is not customized
for selecting better responses and futures, it is better
to perform task-specific post-training. Therefore,
we propose to directly optimize S to our ultimate
goal which is to maximize the log-likelihood of the
gold response given the history and the selected
simulated future. Since the sampling operation is
non-differentiable, we use REINFORCE (Williams,
1992) with a self-critic (Rennie et al., 2017) base-
line to estimate the gradient. We consider the future
simulation process as sequential sampling from
the score distributions of the responses and the fu-
tures respectively. Given the n responses generated
by GF conditioned on h, we sample a response
ri from pr. Then we generate n futures condi-
tioned on h and ri using GF and again sample a
future f j

ri
from them. We feed this sampled future

and the gold history into our ensemble generation
model and calculate the log-likelihood of the gold
response, which is the opposite number of Equation
2, as the reward R. To reduce the variance of gradi-
ent estimation, we introduce a self-critic baseline.
Concretely, we sequentially select the response and
the future with the highest scores in each sampling
step and calculate the reward of using the greedy
future as the baseline reward Rb. The gradients are
then estimated as follows:

∇θSL2(θS) ≈ −(R−Rb)∇θS [logP (ri|h; θS)
+ logP (f j

ri
|ri, h; θS)].

(3)
Intuitively, directly forcing the model to learn in

a fully free-running mode may be burdensome as

the futures generated from the sampled responses
may contain much noise. A better choice is to allow
the model to gradually learn from easy to hard. We
create a curriculum schedule (Bengio et al., 2015)
that gradually switches from the teacher-forcing
mode to the free-running mode. Specifically, let
η denote the proportion of teacher-forcing mode,
we gradually decrease η from β to α with cosine
annealing schedule, where 0 ≤ α < β ≤ 1.

For the overall training, we first train g using
Equation 2 and set η = β. Then we tune S using
Equation 3 with the help of the above curriculum
learning schedule. Finally, we jointly tune g and S
with a fixed η = α.

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Datasets

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed re-
sponse generation framework, we experiment on
two popular dialogue datasets, DailyDialog (Li
et al., 2017) and PersonaChat (Zhang et al.,
2018b). We follow the original train/dev/test di-
vision and reconstruct the datasets by treating each
consecutive three utterances as a triplet that repre-
sents history-response-future, resulting in approx-
imately 65k/6k/6k examples in DailyDialog and
114k/14k/13k examples in PersonaChat.

5.2 Comparison Methods

5.2.1 Baselines

Posterior-GAN (Feng et al., 2020a) and
RegDG (Feng et al., 2020b) are two non-GPT-
based response generation models that use
dialogue futures in the training time through either
adversarial training or knowledge distillation.
DialoGPTF denotes the fine-tuned DialoGPT
medium (Zhang et al., 2020) on two downstream
datasets. DialoGPTF,rerank is its enhanced
version which is equipped with the dialogue
evaluation model (i.e., GRADE (Huang et al.,
2020)) to select the top-ranked response.

5.2.2 Variants of ProphetChat

ProphetChatk=? denotes the model with the same
model parameters but different beam sizes when
simulating the futures.
ProphetChatfirst and ProphetChatsecond are
used to denote the settings where only the first-
pass or the second-pass responses are used in the
final re-ranking process.
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Models B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 AVG EXT GRE

Posterior-GAN 37.65 14.25 4.90 1.66 0.91 5.13 13.21 22.23 0.530 0.472 0.313
RegDG 38.77 14.36 5.13 1.91 1.07 5.95 14.85 24.78 0.550 0.493 0.319
DialoGPTF 34.63 12.89 4.81 1.75 5.19 29.00 55.09 73.17 0.623 0.468 0.370
DialoGPTF,rerank 34.66 12.99 4.87 1.77 6.79 36.59 64.75 81.18 0.612 0.456 0.369

ProphetChat 39.33 14.57 5.38 1.93 6.53 35.93 64.18 80.66 0.626 0.470 0.372
ProphetChatfirst 37.58 14.00 5.22 1.89 6.49 35.44 63.18 79.73 0.625 0.468 0.369
ProphetChatsecond 39.10 14.55 5.41 1.96 6.47 36.15 65.14 81.92 0.616 0.465 0.366
ProphetChatk=1 35.27 13.17 4.92 1.79 6.80 37.07 65.25 81.39 0.612 0.464 0.368
ProphetChatk=2 36.43 13.57 5.06 1.84 6.70 36.80 65.01 81.45 0.618 0.466 0.370
ProphetChatk=3 37.71 14.04 5.22 1.89 6.59 36.27 64.68 81.24 0.622 0.468 0.370

ProphetChat w/o history 32.45 11.51 4.03 1.39 5.27 30.07 56.94 74.35 0.601 0.442 0.347
ProphetChat w/o selector 35.74 13.08 4.75 1.68 5.07 28.53 54.98 73.12 0.623 0.464 0.364
ProphetChat w/o train 38.87 14.06 5.20 1.88 6.31 35.33 63.01 79.52 0.623 0.465 0.367
ProphetChat w gold future 39.00 14.43 5.34 1.93 4.91 28.80 56.22 74.57 0.640 0.477 0.376

Models B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 AVG EXT GRE

Posterior-GAN 44.13 16.57 5.73 1.91 0.41 2.18 5.34 9.91 0.647 0.489 0.380
RegDG 46.12 17.11 5.90 2.01 0.43 2.41 6.26 11.55 0.653 0.512 0.381
DialoGPTF 45.84 16.91 6.07 2.12 2.26 14.89 32.28 48.35 0.657 0.480 0.383
DialoGPTF,rerank 46.69 17.18 6.13 2.13 2.85 19.40 41.96 61.69 0.657 0.481 0.386

ProphetChat 47.55 17.50 6.26 2.19 3.01 20.01 42.32 61.58 0.662 0.484 0.393
ProphetChatfirst 47.51 17.47 6.23 2.17 2.86 19.15 40.99 60.46 0.660 0.483 0.390
ProphetChatsecond 46.43 17.03 6.05 2.10 3.06 20.81 43.90 63.67 0.661 0.484 0.391
ProphetChatk=1 46.44 17.08 6.10 2.12 3.01 20.34 43.36 63.12 0.659 0.482 0.390
ProphetChatk=2 46.92 17.20 6.15 2.14 3.05 20.18 42.91 62.56 0.659 0.483 0.391
ProphetChatk=5 47.66 17.49 6.12 2.15 3.00 19.87 41.95 61.14 0.658 0.482 0.388

ProphetChat w/o history 42.47 15.23 5.30 1.81 2.42 15.84 34.74 52.70 0.637 0.461 0.369
ProphetChat w/o selector 46.38 16.98 6.05 2.11 2.30 15.44 34.35 52.32 0.656 0.477 0.382
ProphetChat w/o train 47.44 17.23 6.16 2.14 2.91 19.58 41.69 60.80 0.659 0.480 0.390
ProphetChat w gold future 48.28 17.99 6.57 2.34 2.36 15.87 35.23 53.37 0.668 0.492 0.393

Table 1: Response generation results on DailyDialog (the upper) and PersonaChat (the lower) datasets. Within
each table, the upper block lists baseline results, the middle block presents the performance of ProphetChat and its
variants, and the lower block gives the ablation results. The lines with gray backgound are our main model.

5.2.3 Ablations of ProphetChat
ProphetChat w/o history means we utilize the top-
ranked simulated future to generate the response
without the help of the history.
ProphetChat w/o selector denotes the model
where we sequentially sample the responses and
the futures randomly without using the selector.
ProphetChat w/o train means we directly utilize
the fine-tuned GF , GB and the fixed S without
post-training. We manually choose a fixed ensem-
ble weight for the ensemble generation process
instead of using a trainable gate.
ProphetChat w/ gold future denotes the model
that utilizes the history and the gold future, which
is inaccessible in the inference phase, to generate
the response.

5.3 Implementation Details

Our implementation is based on the open-source
toolkit Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). For the
generator GF and GB , we initialize them with the

publicly released DialoGPTmedium and DialoGPT-
MMImedium

1. For the dialogue selector, we use the
pre-trained GRADE2 as initialization. We firstly
use AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with
learning rate 3e-5 to fine-tune GF and GB . Then,
we jointly train the ensemble gate g and the top
non-transformer layers of the selector S with learn-
ing rate 2e-5, while keeping other parameters (i.e.,
GF , GB and most of the parameters of S except
for its top layers) fixed. We set the curriculum hy-
perparameters (α, β) as (0.0, 1.0) on both datasets.
We fix the sample number n of both the response
and the future as 10 and vary the simulation beam
size k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}. We choose k=5 on Daily-
Dialog and k=3 on PersonaChat. We use top-k
sampling (Fan et al., 2018) to generate the first-
pass responses, the futures, and the second-pass
responses with the temperature as 0.7 and k as 40.
All the hyperparameters are chosen depending on

1https://github.com/microsoft/DialoGPT
2https://github.com/li3cmz/GRADE
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Models Readability kappa Sensibleness kappa Specificity kappa

Posterior-GAN 0.58 0.42 0.46 0.49 0.21 0.58
RegDG 0.60 0.45 0.51 0.59 0.27 0.50
DialoGPTF 0.68 0.52 0.64 0.61 0.44 0.52
DialoGPTF,rerank 0.69 0.50 0.69 0.60 0.45 0.64
ProphetChat 0.71 0.52 0.75 0.53 0.49 0.49

Models Readability kappa Sensibleness kappa Specificity kappa

Posterior-GAN 0.64 0.58 0.50 0.65 0.24 0.48
RegDG 0.65 0.56 0.53 0.55 0.28 0.63
DialoGPTF 0.69 0.59 0.68 0.66 0.42 0.52
DialoGPTF,rerank 0.70 0.44 0.72 0.52 0.48 0.52
ProphetChat 0.72 0.43 0.77 0.61 0.53 0.54

Table 2: Human evaluation results on DailyDialog (the upper) and PersonaChat (the lower) datasets.

Models B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 AVG EXT GRE

TFrerank 39.94 14.89 5.51 1.98 6.63 37.95 68.03 84.52 0.630 0.475 0.380

FRk=1 30.19 10.74 3.76 1.29 5.61 31.64 59.16 77.30 0.589 0.431 0.337
FRk=2 38.10 13.52 4.72 1.61 6.50 37.12 66.98 83.88 0.588 0.430 0.332
FRk=3 38.70 13.73 4.79 1.64 6.55 37.26 67.14 84.00 0.587 0.429 0.331
FRk=5 39.13 13.87 4.83 1.65 6.54 37.28 67.13 83.91 0.587 0.429 0.330

Models B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 AVG EXT GRE

TFrerank 42.89 15.51 5.46 1.87 3.37 23.62 50.15 71.23 0.616 0.446 0.365

FRk=1 43.59 15.46 5.31 1.80 2.36 16.32 36.51 55.72 0.630 0.450 0.354
FRk=2 44.71 15.75 5.37 1.81 2.88 20.77 44.85 65.21 0.629 0.447 0.354
FRk=3 44.70 15.74 5.36 1.80 2.89 20.92 45.08 65.48 0.628 0.446 0.352
FRk=5 44.74 15.76 5.37 1.81 2.91 20.99 45.13 65.49 0.627 0.446 0.352

Table 3: Future simulation results on DailyDialog (the upper) and PersonaChat (the lower) datasets. TFrerank

(i.e., teacher forcing) means using the history and the gold response to generate the future then re-ranking using the
selector. FRk=? (i.e., free running) means using our proposed future simulation methods.

their performance on the development set.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics

Automatic Metrics. We use BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) to measure the word overlap between
the ground truth responses and the generated ones.
For simplification, we use B-n to denote the n-
gram overlap scores. We employ Distinct 1-4 (Li
et al., 2016a) to measure the diversity of the gen-
erated responses, where Distinct-n (abbreviated as
D-n ) represents the ratio of distinct n-grams in
responses. We adopt the embedding-based metrics
(i.e., Average, Extrema, and Greedy) (Liu et al.,
2016) to measure the semantic relevance between
the ground truth responses and the generated ones.
Human Evaluation. We ask three well-educated
annotators to score 150 randomly selected re-
sponses generated by ProphetChat and other base-
lines. The annotators are asked to evaluate the
human-likeness of the responses from three per-
spectives: readability, sensibleness and specificity.
For readability, we ask annotators whether the re-

sponse is grammatically correct and easy to read.
For sensibleness and specificity, we follow Adiwar-
dana et al. (2020) to conduct the evaluation. For
all three metrics, the annotators are asked to give
0-1 labels. We provide the averaged scores and
further calculate the Fleiss’s kappa (Fleiss, 1971)
to measure the inter-annotator agreement.

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Overall Performance

Table 1 presents the overall performance of our
proposed method as well as its variants and abla-
tions. Table 2 shows the human evaluation results.
Compared with the two non-GPT baselines, GPT-
based models generally achieve superior perfor-
mance, especially in Distinct and human evaluation.
ProphetChat outperforms all the baseline methods
by a large margin on both datasets in almost all au-
tomatic metrics and all human evaluation metrics.
For human evaluation results, the Fleiss’s kappa
scores are mainly distributed in [0.4, 0.6], which
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means annotators achieved moderate agreement.

6.2 Discussion of Model Variants

With the same model parameters, we have several
model variants by using different hyperparameters
or computation flow in the inference phase. Here
we mainly discuss two types of model variants: (1)
the model with different simulation beam size k, (2)
the final re-ranking among the first-pass responses
or the second-pass responses.
The simulation beam size. When simulating the di-
alogue future, we can choose different beam sizes
to balance the computation cost and the perfor-
mance. We test k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5} on both datasets
and find k = 5 is better than others on DailyDi-
alog, while k = 3 is enough on PersonaChat. It
can be seen that when k is small, increasing k can
boost the performance. With the appropriate choice
of the simulation beam size, ProphetChat can be
deployed to various scenarios with different compu-
tation resources. We further directly test the future
simulation performance by comparing the futures
generated by our method and generated using the
gold responses. The results are listed in Table 3.
It can be observed that on DailyDialog, with the
increase of k, our future simulation method gradu-
ally catches up with the teacher forcing counterpart
in BLEU and Distinct, while still lagging behind
in embedding-based metrics. On PersonaChat, our
method even outperforms TFrerank in several met-
rics. These findings proves that we are able to ob-
tain dialogue futures of good quality solely based
on the history through our effectiveness future sim-
ulation algorithm.
Re-ranking among the first pass or the second
pass responses. Recall that in our main framework,
we finally gather the k first-pass responses and the
k · n second-pass responses together and finally
re-rank them with the selector conditioned on both
the history and the corresponding future. From Ta-
ble 1 we can find that on both datasets, re-ranking
using both groups of responses yield better per-
formance in most of the metrics than only using
one of them. When comparing their individual per-
formance, it can be observed that on DailyDialog,
ProphetChatsecond is superior to ProphetChatfirst
in BLEU and Distinct, while ProphetChatfirst wins
in embedding-based metrics. On PersonaChat,
ProphetChatsecond wins all metrics except BLEU.
There exist some cases where the simulated futures
are meaningless or include irrelevant information.

When this happens, the final re-ranking process
comes as the remedy. We find that the propor-
tions of the test cases where the final responses are
picked from the second-pass responses are 40.4%
on DailyDialog and 36.6% on PersonaChat, which
are less than the proportions of the second-pass
responses involved in re-ranking. This finding in-
dicates that re-ranking plays a vital role to select
the appropriate responses from the two groups of
candidate responses of various qualities.

6.3 Ablation Study
We make ablation study from several perspectives
including the effect of the history, the selector and
the training algorithm. Table 1 shows that although
only using the simulated future (i.e., ProphetChat
w/o history) can generate plausible responses, the
performance is largely inferior to the full model.
Also, we observe that ProphetChat w/o selector
underperforms the full model, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the selector which helps simulate
better futures. When considering the training ob-
jective, we find that ProphetChat w/o train already
achieves good performance, but jointly training
the whole model further makes our model per-
form better. Finally, when provided with the gold
future, ProphetChat w/ gold future outperforms
ProphetChat in terms of embedding-based met-
rics on both datasets, and BLEU on PersonaChat,
while underperforming on other metrics. In other
words, with the simulated futures, ProphetChat can
achieve comparable performance with the model
that "cheats" to see the gold future, which also
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.

6.4 Case Study
Figure 3 presents two cases sampled from the two
datasets. For ProphetChat, in addition to its fi-
nal response, we provide its corresponding first-
pass response, and the simulated future of the re-
sponse. From the two cases we can observe that
by taking the simulated future into consideration,
ProphetChat generates more informative responses
than baselines. Specifically, in case 1, when a two-
choice query is issued in the history, the first-pass
response chooses “online" as the answer and mean-
while poses another question. ProphetChat then
uses the history and this first-pass response to simu-
late the future where the other possible choice (i.e.,
the bookstore) is talked about. Given the history
and the simulated future, ProphetChat finally ob-
tains its response which not only answers the query
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Case 1

History:That is cool. Do you get your books at the
bookstore or online?
Gold Response: I usually try to use the library, but
otherwise I get them online.
Gold Future: Are you going for elementary education
or high school or college?

PropherChat: I usually get them online, but the book-
store is always nice to visit.
PropherChat First-Pass Response: I usually get them
online. What about you?
Simulated Future: I love visiting the bookstore. I use
to go often when I was in college.

DialoGPTF : I usually get them online. You?
Posterior-GAN: I get them on line.
RegDG: I like to go to the bookstore.

Case 2

History:Well, I’m a bit out of shape. I’m thinking about
getting some exercises to keep fit.
Gold Response: Oh, that’s good news for us.
Gold Future: So what do you provide?

PropherChat: That’s a good idea! What kind of exercise
do you like to do?
PropherChat First-Pass Response: What kind of exer-
cise?
Simulated Future: Well, I’m thinking of doing some
kind of body weight exercises. I don’t know if that will
help me lose weight, though.

DialoGPTF : What kind of exercise?
Posterior-GAN: Yes, you need exercise.
RegDG: I’d like to do some exercise too.

Figure 3: Generation cases from the two datasets. Case
1 is sampled from PersonaChat and Case 2 is sampled
from DailyDialog.

in the history but also incorporates the cues in the
future. This response becomes more informative
than the previous one. A similar phenomenon can
also be found in case 2 where the final response is
more comprehensive that connects the history and
the future smoothly.

7 Conclusion

We propose a novel response generation framework
that utilizes the simulated dialogue futures in the
inference phase to enhance response generation.
To acquire the dialogue futures, we design an ef-
fective beam-search-like roll-out strategy using a
history-to-response dialogue generation model and
a dialogue selector. To make use of the simulated
future, we use the dynamic ensemble of the history-
to-response and the future-to-response generation
model. Experiment results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our proposed method on two popular
datasets. In the future, we plan to enable our future

simulation method to simulate multiple turns of
dialogue futures.
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